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I am a highly motivated and hardworking individual, who has completed the – BSc (Hons) in
Interactive Multimedia Design degree with First Class Honours.
I am currently working as a UX Designer at Myth Digital whilst building upon my own client base
and brand; McShannock Design.

+44 (0) 7957 985 987

Email
stephen@mcshannock.co.uk

My freelancing work has saw me collaborate with some excellent designers and developers and
also work with some of the most well-established clients in the country. These include, but are not
limited to, the ‘Northern Ireland Tourist Guide Association’, the nationally recognised ‘Citizens
Advice’, and Northern Ireland’s number one glossy magazine, ‘Ulster Tatler’.

LinkedIn
stephenmcshannock

I am creatively minded, with an enthusiastic approach to working and an eagerness to learn and
develop personal skills. I love the challenge of finding innovative and unique solutions to a clients
problems. I have significant interest in user experience design and front end development and I am
constantly on the look out for future and emerging technologies.

Experience
UX Designer

As the UX Designer, I am involved in all aspects of the creative process. This starts with the client

Myth Digital, 2020 - Present

discovery call where it is my responsibility to advise best practices that meets clients requirements
and expectations. It is also at this point that the scope of the project is decided and signed oﬀ. After
the wireframes and mockups have been completed and signed oﬀ by the client. I then work directly
with the developers to ensure the build matches my initial designs. My design tool of choice is
Figma. However, some legacy designs that I continue to manage are still in Sketch.

Front-End Web Developer

During my time in Reflex Studios I have learnt and adapted to utilising many new tools, frameworks

Reflex Studios, 2019 - 2020

and languages i.e. Pug, Sass, JavaScript, Tailwind CSS, Git and even diﬀerent Content Management
Systems like Statamic CMS.
I gained valuable experience here of using Sketch when designing the UX/UI of multiple websites,
before developing them with the languages mentioned above.

Freelance Graphic & Web Designer

During this role, I have collaborated with some excellent designers and developers and also

McShannock Design, 2016 - Present

worked with some of the most well-established clients in the country. These include, but are not
limited to, the ‘Northern Ireland Tourist Guide Association’, the nationally recognised ‘Citizens
Advice’, and Northern Ireland’s number one glossy magazine, ‘Ulster Tatler’. This role has forced me
to not just be a graphic and web designer, but to take on all roles in the paper-to-client process.

Education
BSc (Hons) in Interactive
Multimedia Design

Following on from the Foundation Degree in Belfast Met, I graduated Ulster University with a First-

Ulster University Jordanstown, 2016-2018

years running.

Class Honours Degree and was over the moon to be on the Dean’s list of outstanding students two

University taught me a lot in relation to web design and development including both front-end and
server-side. It was here I learnt a number of new technologies and frameworks such as PHP,
JavaScript, jQuery, Laravel, etc. My degree also taught me a lot in relation to the design process
and how that a clients experience (UX) matters exponentially.

FdSc in Interactive Media

Two year Foundation Degree with Belfast Metropolitan College leading onto Ulster University for a

Belfast Metropolitan College, 2014-2016

further two years. BMC is where the foundation of my interest in design and development was
established. My final grade here was a Distinction (1st).
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Key Skills
At a glance

Personal

- Time Management

I have accomplished communication skills, both written and verbal, developed through numerous

- Punctual

essays and presentations given during my time at college and university. A lot of these skills were

- Integrity

also developed via communicating with clients eﬀectively to understand their expected project

- Trustworthy

outcomes. I am able to understand their needs/wants, process accordingly and either work with

- Creative

what I have from them or be able to reach out to them to ask for the necessary information to be

- Self Suﬃcient

able to finish the task or project.

- Innovative
- Proactive
- Teamwork & Collaboration
- Adaptable
- Communication
- Empathy

The ability to prioritise jobs is evident in my organisation of working on multiple freelance projects
and dealing with a range of clients at once, showing time management skills. Punctuality is
important in all areas of life, even outside of the work environment.
I value integrity and can demonstrate that as a personal skill as evidenced by my track record of
happy clients who trust me from the outset and throughout. I am contacted by clients who have
faith in me as a design professional to bring their visions to life. In addition to this, projects are
priced accurately and with the client's budget constraints in mind, without taking advantage.

Technical
- Design Theory

My proficiency in working with Adobe CC is proven after passing and achieving the Adobe Certified

- UX/UI Design

Associate exams, alongside a firm understanding of design theory both within graphic and web

- Adobe Creative Cloud

design. To compliment my generic design technical skills, I have a firm understanding of Sketch &

- Sketch App

Figma along with other similar design tools.

- Invision
- WordPress CMS

Proficient in HTML and CSS along with such frameworks as Bootstrap and Tailwind CSS, with a

- HTML & CSS/SCSS

passion for UX/UI and product design. I also have a very well established knowledge for Content

- Git Version Control
- Statamic CMS
- Tailwind CSS
- Wireframing & Prototyping

Management Systems such as Wordpress and Statamic.
In addition to all the above I am proficient in the Microsoft Oﬃce suite, including Word and
PowerPoint and also have a brief understanding of marketing, including social media marketing
which I’ve researched when trying to gain and establish new connections and clients.

- Microsoft Oﬃce

More information

References

Contact

More information, including client case

References are available upon request.

Web - mcshannock.co.uk

studies and testimonials can be found on

Email - stephen@mcshannock.co.uk

my website.
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